Crime prevention fair planned

By Laura Farhie

Against a backdrop of concern centered on campus crime, the MIT Campus Police (CP) will sponsor a crime prevention fair on October 21 and 22.

This first large-scale effort to educate the MIT community about crime prevention will be held in Lobby 7.

The drug information exhibit is expected to draw the attention of a large number of students according to the fair’s organizer, Sergeant Anne Glavine. The exhibit consists of a “jail-like” colored, lighted display of pictures and information on frequently abused drugs. Accompanying the display will be pamphlets on recent drugs and alcohol research. “We’re not going to say ‘Don’t take drugs’,” noted Glavine, “We want to educate.”

Because of recent crimes which have occurred on or near campus, another booth Glavine expects to be popular among students is “Self-Protection: Safety on Streets.” This exhibit will feature five stations discussing self-protection and rape prevention. “Take a Bite out of Crime” campaign booklets, copies of the Campus Police escort map, and “What to do if you are raped” cards.带头 alarms will be on display and will be sold for $3.00 each.

A 35-minute slide show with soundtrack entitled “The MIT Campus Police and Crime Prevention on Campus” will make its debut during the Crime Prevention Fair. Written and produced by Glavine and photographed by Emergency Medical Technician William Cahill, the film took one year to compile.

“Any living group interested in seeing the slide show after the fair can contact us,” offered Glavine. She said that after showing the film to a dormitory, a Campus Police Officer can be present to “open up to any questions or discussion.”

Three films, will be shown twice each day by Educational Video Resources. The film, “Mugging: You Can Protect Yourself!” Glavine labeled “terrible, because it gives practical rather than complicated advice.” Glavine said that the film “Rape: A Preventive Inquiry” is effective in that it is used in all of the CP’s rape-prevention programs; however, some might find it controversial because convicted rapists and women who were raped were interviewed. The third film to be shown, “Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation” Glavine said is “great if you’re not on top of CPR.”

“There will be two CPR demonstrations — morning and afternoon — and Red Cross information on where to sign up for CPR and First Aid at Glavine.”

The bicycle safety and security exhibit will feature displays of Cradel and Kryptonite bike locks and a “display of bolts cutters used by thieves to cut locks, as well as examples of poor locks.” According to Glavine, MIT Police Department bike registration will also be available.

Another booth dealing with the prevention of auto theft will have a Massachusetts Crime Watch Auto Theft Quiz. There will be various auto theft information flyers, such as “How to Wire a Kill Switch.” A dent puller, a tool used to “pop” ignitions will be on display.


In the past, the Campus Police have encouraged crime prevention by visiting each department at MIT in pairs and discussing problems with the department’s officers. Glavine said that as many years ago that most people pay for the defense of Japan when the incident is the first suicide in the nation. “We’re not into the conspiracy theory,” he concluded, “I’m into the conspiracy theory.”
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